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Technology
Top Down Perspective

View
■ Technology sector remains one of the key beneficiaries of 

new post-pandemic work flow and life style. Being the 
largest sector in S&P 500 (~29%) it is also the largest 
contributor to the index performance (+7.2 p.p. out of 
23% YTD or ~1/3).

■ Big tech is dominating the sector. Top-2 — Apple and 
Microsoft comprise ~45% of total market cap, while 
top-10 add up to 68%.

■ Sector EPS is expected to grow by 9% in 2022 YoY vs 
S&P 500’s 8.2%.

■ The biggest challenge for the sector comes from valuation 
perspectives. On the one hand, there are many profitable 
companies that are trading at elevated multiples (both 
historically and vs peers) due to high growth expectations  
— NVIDIA, AMD, Salesforce to name a few. On the other 
hand, there are many loss making companies which 
quotes have been lifted by overall market strength in 
2020—2021 — most of cybersecurity and SaaS firms for 
example. Both types will face a challenge of multiple 
contraction on economic deceleration and market 
overreaction is case of missing sales growth expectations.

■ Hardware industries is set to begin 2022 much like it did 
in 2021, with continued strength driven both by cyclical 
and structural tailwinds. Yet investor attention has 
increasingly been shifting towards the semi-cycle 
potentially turning, with early datapoints emerging 
around potential weakness (DRAM price weakness, PC 
demand slowing). However, the sector still have great 
businesses with good potential upsides.

■ Software industries dynamics is driven by increasing 
multi-year spend in digitization and transformation to 
cloud solutions. Market share dynamics would favor 
growth in cloud based software/infrastructure companies. 2
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Technology
Hardware

Streaming/Linear TV 

■ Processors. There will be heavy competition 
between CPU powers greater than what had 
been seen in nearly 10 years. Intel has been 
getting its act together already with a new 
CPU architecture just released named Alder 
Lake. Performance is going to be a focus for 
both Intel and AMD in 2022, but AMD also 
looks very strong with its upcoming Zen 4 
architecture.

■ Graphics (GPUs). NVIDIA and AMD will 
reveal their next generation solutions. 
NVIDIA: what may be the last generation of 
monolithic GPU (single chips essentially) 
called Lovelace. AMD: develops the first 
multi-die GPUs called RDNA4, also AMD is 
working on some innovative cache technology 
called Infinity Cache to help boost gaming 
performance. NVIDIA and AMD are 
anticipated to be building graphics solutions 
capable of 200% to perhaps as high as 350% 
more performance than current generation 
solutions. Also, Intel confirmed the release of 
Arc Alchemist, Intel's first discrete graphics 
processor (Performance target: NVIDIA 
GeForce RTX 3070).
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■ System memory. Every 5—7 years or so 
the next evolution of system memory is 
taking place. (DRAM, NAND). DDR5 is 
made its debut with Intel’s Alder Lake this 
past quarter. DDR5 is faster and more 
energy efficient and with new releases of 
CPUs and GPUs, the adoption of more 
powerful memory will continue with new 
power in 2022-2023.

■ Storage. With demand surging for a 
significant part of 2021, customers have 
accelerated their adoption of higher-layer 
NAND technologies. Suppliers have also 
revised their production plans several times 
so as to raise output, reaching a YoY growth 
of nearly 40% YoY in total NAND Flash bit 
supply in 2021. High base for comparison 
and the relatively weak demand outlook for 
2022. NAND Flash suppliers appear likely 
to downsize their capacity expansion 
activities for 2022, we expect it to be 
somewhere in a range of 30—32.5% YoY 
increase in NAND Flash supply. Annual bit 
demand, on the other hand, is projected to 
increase by 30% YoY. With demand being 
outpaced by supply and competition 
intensifying among suppliers for 
higher-layer products, the NAND Flash 
market may likely experience a cyclical 
downturn in prices in 2022.

Trends

■ Device and Nanotechnology (BAE Systems, 
Qualcomm, Coretec). It is clear that MEMS 
devices, nanoparticles, and their use in 
applications are here to stay. Nanotechnology has 
already been useful in manufacturing sunscreen, 
tires, and medical devices that can be swallowed.

■ 3D Integrated Circuits (STMicroelectronics). The 
transition from printed circuit boards to 3D-ICs is 
already underway in the mobile arena and will 
eventually spread across the entire spectrum of IT 
products.

■ Universal Memory (Micron Technology). 
Universal memory replacements for DRAM will 
cause a tectonic shift in architectures and 
software.

■ Multicore (Qualcomm). By 2022, multicore will be 
everywhere, from wearable systems and 
smartphones to cameras, games, automobiles, 
cloud servers, and exa-scale supercomputers.

▪ Photonics (Synopsys). Silicon photonics will be a 
fundamental technology to address the 
bandwidth, latency, and energy challenges in the 
fabric of high-end systems.

▪ Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 
(Gentex, Lear). Unlocking information in pictures 
and videos has had a major impact on consumers 
and more significant advances are in the pipeline.
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CapeEx and R&D spending, $ bn Worldwide IT Spending Forecast, $ mn

Global spendings on devices, $ bn

  2020 % YoY 2021 % YoY 2022 % YoY 

Data Center Systems 178 836 2.5% 196 142 9.7% 207 440 5.8%

Enterprise Software 529 028 9.1% 600 895 13.6% 669 819 11.5%

Devices 696 990 -1.5% 801 970 15.1% 820 756 2.3%

IT Services 1 071 281 1.7% 1 191 347 11.2% 1 293 857 8.6%

Communications Services 1 396 334 -1.5% 1 451 284 3.9% 1 482 324 2.1%

Overall IT 3 872 470 0.9% 4 241 638 9.5% 4 474 197 5.5%
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Technology
Semiconductors

View
■ The semiconductor chip cycle may be 

elongated, supporting higher prices and gross 
margin in 2022. Demand is driven by digital 
transformation, electric vehicles, 5G and 
artificial intelligence, along with rising content 
per chip and increased capital spending by 
hyperscale cloud providers.

■ Most hyperscale cloud providers have 
announced plans to increase capital spending 
over the next 12 months. Many automotive 
and industrial companies are also expanding 
their connected infrastructure for the rollout 
of electric and autonomous vehicles and other 
IoT uses.  Meta Platforms plans to add 
another $10—15 bn to 2022 capex to build 
its metaverse - boost demand for GPUs, 
memory chips and other new AI products. 
Telecom companies may aggressively invest 
in their 5G infrastructure as they anticipate 
healthy refresh cycles for premium 
smartphones, likely aiding demand for 
radio-frequency front-end chips.

■ The rising amount of semiconductor content 
in chips and sensors across all consumer 
products, incl. electric vehicles, smartphones 
and wearable devices for VR/AR, is likely to 
be a tailwind. AI-specific memory chips 
command 2-3x higher prices than standard 
memory ones, based on data from Micron, the  
pricing will aid gross margins of companies 
exposed to secular trends such as AI and 5G.
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■ The worst of the chip supply crunch may be 
in 4Q 2021 as Infineon and Texas 
Instruments helped lead the charge in 
ratcheting up capex, a move that can ease 
auto, PC and other production bottlenecks 
by mid-2022, with scope to normalize by 
early 2023.

■ The foundry industry welcomes the arrival 
of 3nm process technology courtesy of 
TSMC’s FinFET and Samsung’s GAA 
technologies. As semiconductor 
manufacturing processes gradually 
approach physical limits, chip development 
must now turn to either “changes in 
transistor architecture” or “breakthroughs in 
back-end packaging technology or 
materials” in order to achieve faster 
performances, reduced power consumption, 
and smaller footprints. After incorporating 
EUV lithography at the 7nm node in 2018, 
the semiconductor industry will welcome 
yet another revolutionary process 
technology in 2022 — the 3nm node. More 
specifically, TSMC and Samsung are 
expected to announce their respective 3nm 
process technologies in 2H22.

Industry performance and evaluation
■ The pure-play BI Global Semiconductor peer 

group gained 25% year-to-date, outpaced by 
the Philadelphia Semiconductor Index's 38%, 
which has been aided by capital-equipment 
stocks. Global reopenings, U.S. infrastructure 
expansion, secular trends such as 5G, cloud 
and corporate IT spending on AI and digital 
transformations may reinvigorate P/Es amid a 
longer chip cycle and improving earnings. This 
demand can extend and surpass supply 
normalization, potentially calming concerns 
that chip growth may have peaked. While this 
may not be enough to make semiconductors 
an industry performance leader in 2022, it 
could improve returns.

■ NVIDIA (up 156%) and AMD (77%) have 
been the top performers, benefiting from 
hyperscale cloud providers' elevated 
spending on data centers, though further 
valuation expansion is unlikely amid elevated 
multiples. Qualcomm and Texas Instruments 
have had muted returns in 2021.

■ While Intel’s underperformance has been due 
to its weakening position in both PCs and 
servers, memory makers such as SK Hynix 
and Samsung have been the worst 
performers in the BI Semiconductors peer 
group, hurt by lower memory prices  
expectations due to other component 
shortages.

■ Rising interest rates may be a challenge for 
companies such as NVIDIA and AMD that 
are trading at a premium to the rest of the 
peer group.

■ An intra-industry distribution of P/Es 
persists among chipmakers, driven by their 
exposures to secular trends such as digital 
transformations, AI, metaverse and 
autonomous vehicles. NVIDIA’s 58x next 
12-month P/E and AMD’s 46x lead the 
group, while memory leaders SK Hynix and 
Micron trade below 10x at the bottom.

■ Opportunity for chipmakers to see both 
higher multiples and earnings may be more 
selective in 2022 vs. 2021. Multiple 
expansion this year for NVIDIA and AMD 
may limit any valuation upside even with 
their faster earnings growth vs. peers amid 
share gains in enterprise and hyperscale 
cloud data centers. Intel continues to 
underperform with its flat stock return 
year-to-date after being down 15% in 
2020.
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AI and Cloud Data Centers Growth Total Index Returns
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Software — Cloud and SaaS
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Total Public Cloud Spending, bln $ (Bloomberg)

SaaS Market share (Bloomberg)

SaaS Spending Forecast (Bloomberg)

View
■ We believe migration to cloud will  remain 

one of the dominant themes for the next few 
years. We expect market share shifts from 
on-premise to cloud led software providers 
but varying for each individual sub sector (e.g. 
CRM vs Cyber Security).

■ Two biggest players in the cloud 
infrastructure segment are Amazon and 
Microsoft followed by Google with other 
players like Oracle also providing competing 
offerings. We expect Amazon and Microsoft 
will continue to dominate cloud infrastructure 
but an accelerated demand globally provides 
an opportunity for other companies to 
accelerate their growth. 

■ We firmly believe that cloud has a vast 
untapped market with ample room to grow. 
As per external estimates total public cloud 
spending in 2020 was $317 bn, just about 
20% of total enterprise tech spending of 
about $1.6 trln.

■ Spending cloud can further be divided into 
three: SaaS (Software as a Service), IaaS 
(infrastructure as a Service) and PaaS 
(Platform as a Service).

SaaS (Software as a Service)
■ SaaS accounts for 63% of total cloud 

spending and CAGR expected over the next 
few years >15%.

■ SaaS can be further breakdown into multiple 
parts: Collaborative Applications (11%), 
Workflow management (11%), CRM (25%), 
Enterprise resource management (22%), 
Security Software (15%)

■ CRM: Salesforce and Adobe preferred play for 
consistent growth and high market share. 
Within specific vertical within CRM that is 
attractive based on business model is Shopify 
(Digital Commerce). 

■ Human Capital Management: ADP (small 
and mid market) and Workday (Enterprise 
software).

■ Cloud payroll: Intuit

■ Cyber security: $132bn market growing at 
accelerating pace with CAGR >10%. 
Pure-play security peers CrowdStrike, 
Sentinental One, Zscaler and Okta remain 
best positioned to record at least 3—4x faster 
sales growth than the overall market, while 
top-line expansion for large network-security 
peers including Palo Alto Networks and 
Fortinet could be aided by faster refresh 
cycles for their firewall appliances and 
bundled cloud



Technology
Software — IaaS and PaaS

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
■ IaaS (infrastructure as a service): The public cloud 

Infrastructure-as-a-Services (IaaS) market, that provides 
on-demand computing needs, could reach $230 billion by 
2025 from $68 billion in 2020, growing annually at 27%, 
based on IDC data. 

■ Leading players: Amazon with AWS and Microsoft and 
Google.
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1. Sector performance vs economic activity 

2. Sector performance vs US$ 4. Sector performance vs UST2Y10Y 

3. Sector performance vs US 10Y real rates 

PaaS (Platform as a Service)
■ PaaS (Platform as a service): The public-cloud 

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) market, that provides tools 
for developers to create cloud-native applications, could 
grow by 30% a year to reach $175 billion by 2025 from 
$48 billion in 2020, based on IDC data.

■ Leading players: Microsoft, Amazon, Salesforce.
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Software — Services

View
■ We expect strong growth broadly across the 

sector driven by increasing multi-year spend 
in Digitisation but would differentiate based 
on end-markets.

■ IT services. Recently we have seen some 
pressure on the global IT services peer group 
due to pressure on technology stocks over the 
past two months but earnings have been 
strong. Other than that, IT Service peer group 
has steadily outperformed the broader index 
for most of 2021 due to demand for digital 
and offshore delivery. The performance has 
significantly varied with outperformance was 
driven by EPAM Systems and Capgemini, 
while companies like Atos and Cognizant 
lagged behind.

■ EPAM Systems’ strong return has been 
contributed by its analytics and security 
services and strong execution. On the other 
hand Atos underperformed (recent profit 
warning at start of 2022 as well) with a steep 
decline due to pricing pressure in its legacy 
product portfolio and small U.S. exposure. US 
has seen a strong rebound in IT spending in 
the region over recent months which we 
expect will sustain in 2022/23 although at 
lower growth rates.
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IT service Market share (Bloomberg)

Cloud IT Outsourcing Market (Bloomberg)

Digital as % of Total Sales by Provider (Bloomberg)

■ For 2022 we expect demand to remain strong 
for companies focused on increasing 
Digitaisation although they do face tougher 
comparison as well as higher wage inflation. 
Our choice within this would be own 
Accenture and EPAM.

■ Infrastructure (payments). COVID-19 
significantly boosted digital payments while 
cash usage declined materially which still 
remains high especially in EMs. 

■ Debit card usage increased materially as 
consumer spend from increased savings.

■ As the use of cash declines we believe there 
will be structural decline in usage of ATMs.

■ Furthermore, increasing adoption of new 
offering like BNPL, NEO/open banking will 
increase relevance as multiple Fintechs get 
increased funding by VCs globally. Regulation 
will keep some disruption locally but most of 
it will be global. 

■ We prefer Mastercard, Paypal. 

■ Other industries. Database Software — 
elevated valuation for loss making Snowflake 
and MongoDB. Information Services — S&P 
Global, Moody’s, MSCI — stable and 
profitable business albeit at high valuation.
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